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Everyone deserves great lighting.
Peerless® understands light and its impact on people within our built
environments. The result? Elegant, technology-driven luminaires that
enhance the human experience.
Continuing the Peerless legacy, Peerless Renna™ is a rectilinear
luminaire that delivers what matters most to you – visual comfort,
more control, sleek design, easy installation and premium quality
in a cost-effective solution.
Quality of light you’ve been waiting for
Great lighting delivers exceptional visual comfort and lighting distribution - and now, in a small form
factor. At four inches wide by one inch high, Renna combines exceptional quality of light and a sleek,
minimalist design, delivering the brilliant illumination and design freedom you’ve been waiting for.
And with its uniform spread of illuminance, Renna delivers glare-controlled downlighting and a concealed
source of asymmetric wall wash.
Design versatility unlike ever before
With its elegant, minimalist form factor and configurable dimensions, Renna can blend into your
architectural expression or create a focal point to establish visual hierarchy. Select from multiple
features to complete the look you desire:
• Three transitions: Mini square, curve and L corner
• Three end cap options: Square, sculpted and rounded
• Three linear run sizes: 2 ft, 4 ft, 8 ft
• Three finishes: Textured black, textured white, painted aluminum, with custom finishes and paint colors also available

Unmatched granularity of control you’ve been waiting for
Great lighting gives you more control, allowing spaces to change as your needs change. Faster and
easier installations with Renna save time, money and reduce your troubleshooting woes.
Modulus™ is a low voltage distributed power and control system for providing digital control and
networked technologies for LED luminaires.
This innovation from Acuity Brands® unifies an eldoLED® driver, an IOTA® power pack for emergency
back-up power and nLight® networked lighting controls in the head unit. Modulus also supports
controls systems with open protocols.
Easier installation – Modulus simplifies installation with a single power drop for up to 32 feet of luminaires,
reducing complications and labor costs when designing an electrical layout
More flexibility – Total system modularity enhances flexibility with an integrated controls bus that can
function with up to 16 DC/DC drivers for individual luminaire segment control or drivers can be zoned
together in up to 16 independent zones per run
Simplified emergency planning – Configure or supplement multiple independent emergency
illuminated sections without having to add another power drop.

All you desire in a cost-effective solution
Renna delivers what matters most to you. Combining a small form factor, sleek design, exceptional
quality of light and greater control, Renna is cost-effective – ideal for any lighting project.
Low total solution cost – Low fixture price and modular system construction reduces jobsite time
Design2Ship™ - Reliable 5-day shipping assures quick delivery of Renna for the most time-sensitive projects

Join the conversation – follow us on social media.

Ready to experience great lighting? Learn more about Renna at peerlesslighting.acuitybrands.com/Renna
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